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TECHNOLOGY:
DRIVING LICENSING & RETAIL IN 2016

IF YOU COULD LOOK INTO A CRYSTAL BALL AND 
see into the future, you’d be a very rich man or woman. 
Why?

The LIMA Annual Global Licensing Study announced 
last year that global retail sales of branded licensed 
goods reached more than $240 billion. However, Am-
azon’s net revenue in 2015 was more than $107 billion. 
This is almost $100 billion more than it was just 10 years 
earlier in 2005, when it was only $8 billion.

Amazon is the world’s largest online retailer, with 
internet technology driving its success. Predicting the 
future of licensing and retailing is a skill we all have to 
master in a rapidly changing world that is increasingly 
driven by technology.

What’s exciting (or scary, depending on if you 
subscribe to the half-empty philosophy) in the licensing 
and branding industry is that the definition of intellec-
tual property is evolving even as we write. Technology 
is increasingly behind new intellectual property assets, 
whether it’s licensing out a software-based website 
patent, brand trademarks for mobile apps, or celebrity 
holographic images for virtual use in concerts. Technolo-
gy has become the driver behind licensing and intellec-
tual property strategy.

Take a look at our economy. Manufacturing compa-
nies continue to shut down as we evolve from produc-
ing physical, tangible products into an economy that 
predominantly centers on the creation and management 
of information. 

Traditional retailers are in the same boat. Technol-
ogy has torn the fabric of their world. In fact, the word 
“retailing” is no longer sufficient. Instead, we must talk 
in terms of product delivery systems, most of which are 
driven by new technologies. It is no longer enough to 
have a storefront at the local mall. Now, retailers must 
have an online presence, develop private brands, and 
create a social media following. Whether it’s Macy’s, Am-
azon, Walmart, or Best Buy, major retailers are adjusting 
their product delivery systems to provide a more di-
rect-to-consumer experience. Everyone must adjust their 
delivery systems and expand from traditional retailing 
initiatives. For example: 

• Parallel product lines: one for brick-and-mortar 
stores and one for online

• Instant delivery systems, such as Amazon Prime
• “Pick and Drop Ship” retail experiences, such as 
what UNTUCKit provides its customers
• Direct-to-consumer shipping from manufacturers
• Parallel retail brands, such as Macy’s and Macy’s 
Backstage
• Pop-up retail locations
• Targeted social media advertising, such as Pinter-
est’s personalized emails.

All of these practices are new, emerging over the last 
10 years, and driven by technology.

How many smart devices do you have? A smart-
phone—that’s a given. Is there a laptop in your brief-
case? You may possibly have an e-reader, too. What 
about your watch? Does it monitor the number of steps 
you take, track your heart rate, and share your jogging 
route on your Facebook profile? The accumulation and 
use of information is everywhere at every moment.

Our colleague Jeffrey Whittle, chairman of Licensing 
Executive Society (U.S. and Canada), wrote an article in 
les Nouvelles, titled “Licensing the Future: Innovating 
the Unknown,” which sums up why licensing today is 
like entering a new dimension. “Commercialization of 
technology should continue to grow, expand, and be a 
key economic driver for all societies across the globe in 
the future,” writes Whittle. “When it comes to licensing 
and intellectual property, look at the changes we have 
seen in the last five to 10 years alone.” 

This combination of technology and product delivery 
innovation results in changes to the definition of brand-
ed intellectual properties, and technology continues to 
revolutionize the retail landscape. Licensing profession-
als need to be adventurous and explore the unknown.

PLANNING THE FUTURE: HAVE AN IP STRATEGY 
While it can be fun and exciting to brainstorm all 

sorts of futuristic innovative products, you still need a 
plan, and what’s missing from many corporate strat-
egies is the inclusion of specific intellectual property 
strategies. When developing your strategic moves with 
intellectual property (IP), there are a few key points to 
consider:

• Licensing intellectual property: Use your IP to grow 
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your business or expand your margins.
• Acquiring intellectual property: It doesn’t have to 
be your own, you can purchase IP or license it.
• Customer contribution: Your products will gain 
more attention if you engage your customer, such 
as through social media platforms. It’s important to 
make them feel like they “own” the product.
• Full exclusion: Exercise your IP rights to the fullest 
extent by excluding everyone—except your licens-
ees—from using your IP.
• Multiple product delivery systems: Offer your 
product to the entire market, with the concept that 
more licensed and direct-to-consumer goods will be 
sold when you use as many delivery channels and 
platforms as possible. Plus, your IP will gain in value 
as more people use it.

SHAPING THE FUTURE: USE SOCIAL MEDIA
In last year’s State of the Industry article, we dis-

cussed the impact of social media on the licensing 
industry. We continue to believe that social media will 
have a strong influence on the licensing industry’s future. 

Social media is part of everyone’s daily existence. 
Broadcast TV used to be the dominant part of our lives, 
but not anymore. A lot of the TVs on the market today 
are “smart,” featuring internet connections that allow 
users to log into their social media accounts. 

Social media influences are everywhere. When you 
are watching a show, you can tweet about the show or 
ask a question about a product, and the show tweets 
back about where to purchase that product. 

On Instagram, every piece of clothing tried on in 

a dressing room, every meal eaten at home or in a 
restaurant, and every new toy for our pets is shared for 
all the internet to see—and used to track your behav-
iors, likes, and interests. Based on what you view on the 
web, tailored ads will pop up. Even when reading emails 
or browsing Facebook, personalized ads are waiting at 
every turn to persuade you to finally book that tropical 
vacation you’ve been researching, or purchase the shoes 
you’ve been price matching on different sites. Facebook 
currently has more than 1.65 billion active monthly users, 
and it mines information on a constant basis. What does 
this mean? Social media users (aka, everyone) are poten-
tial consumers for your brand and licensed products.

EMBRACING THE FUTURE: ACCEPT THE UNKNOWN
Brand managers need to accept that licensing and 

retail have gone beyond the traditional practices. They 
must use technology to chart their path through the 
unknown future. Brands need to accept and take advan-
tage of technology in multiple ways, including licensed 
products and programs, retail delivery, direct-to-consum-
er delivery, social media marketing, and the brands and 
properties themselves. 

Licensing and branding is no longer about the 
amount of shelf space or number of SKUs at Target or 
Walmart, or about your relationships with retailers in 
general. The future is about innovation, communication, 
and adaptation. To survive in the licensing industry, 
brands must have the courage to reinvent themselves on 
all levels. 

Remember, there is only one constant in this world, 
and that constant is change.                                      ••••

Monthly Active Users by Platform
As of the First Quarter, 2016* Who Uses Social Networking Sites?**

*Stats from Statista, the Statistics Portal **Stats from Pew Research Center, 2014

74 percent of all internet users use social
networking sites.  

1.65billion
active users
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